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Abstract
A data sample corresponding to almost two million hadronic Z decays collected by the
ALEPH detector at LEP has been searched for monojet events. Three events were found,
in agreement with the expectation from the process e
+
e
 
! 

, with 

! ff. Two
events are hadronic, the third one being an e
+
e
 
pair. All monojet masses are in excess
of 3 GeV/c
2
, and two of the events have large transverse momenta: 18.5 and 20.3 GeV/c.
These kinematic characteristics are quite unlikely in the process e
+
e
 
! 

. The
probability of their occurrence increases substantially when processes involving further Z
or W exchanges are taken into account, but still remains at the 5% level.
(Submitted to Physics Letters B)
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The monojet topology is commonly accepted as being background free for new particle
searches in e
+
e
 
collisions. It has been considered, for instance, as providing a clear
signature for the production of a light Higgs boson in the reaction e
+
e
 
! H, or of light
neutralinos in the reaction e
+
e
 
! 
0
(with 
0
! Z

). Many unsuccessful searches[1]
have been made until last year when, in the context of a search for an invisible Higgs
boson, a clean monojet-like e
+
e
 
pair was reported by the ALEPH Collaboration[2], with
a mass of 3.3 GeV/c
2
and a transverse momentum p
T
of 20.3 GeV/c with respect to the
beam axis. An interpretation for this event as arising from the reaction e
+
e
 
! 

,
with 

! e
+
e
 
, was proposed, but the probability that this process lead to such high
mass and high p
T
values was estimated to be at the 2% level.
In this letter, the search for monojets has been extended to the full data sample col-
lected by ALEPH from 1989 to 1993, corresponding to 1.94 million hadronic Z decays and
to an integrated luminosity of 82 pb
 1
, at energies at and close to the Z peak. A de-
tailed description of the ALEPH detector can be found in Ref. 3. The features particularly
relevant for this analysis are:
 a tracking system consisting of a two-layer silicon vertex detector (VDET), an eight-
layer cylindrical drift chamber (ITC) and a large time projection chamber (TPC)
providing up to 21 space coordinates;
 hermetic energy detection provided by a ne grained electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL), located inside the superconducting coil, by a hadronic calorimeter (HCAL),
and by luminosity calorimeters down to polar angles with respect to the beam axis of
40 mrad in 1989-1992 and of 24 mrad since 1993.
Typical detection thresholds are smaller than 100 MeV for calorimetric energy deposits
and than 50 MeV/c for charged particle transverse momenta. For the monojet search, at
least one of the following trigger conditions was required to be satised: a total energy in
excess of 6 GeV in ECAL, or a track segment in the ITC matching an energy deposition
of at least 1.3 GeV in ECAL or a penetrating particle pattern in HCAL.
In the investigation of monojet nal states, for which a clean missing energy identica-
tion is essential, the redundancy of energy measurements provided by the ALEPH detector
is especially valuable: the energy in ECAL, a lead/proportional-wire-chamber sandwich,
is measured independently in each of the 36 modules on the anode wire planes and on the
cathode pads arranged in projective towers; the inactive regions at the boundaries between
modules are backed by active regions in HCAL; the energy in HCAL, an iron/streamer-tube
sandwich, is also measured independently by the tubes and by cathode pads grouped in
projective towers. In each event, the energy ow is obtained by summing three components:
i) charged particles reconstructed in the tracking system; ii) photons measured in ECAL;
iii) neutral hadrons measured in both ECAL and HCAL. Double counting among calori-
metric measurements and charged particle energies is avoided by the algorithm described
in Ref. 4, and the total energy resolution achieved is E=E = 60%=
p
E (E in GeV).
1
Using the energy and momenta of the charged and neutral particles delivered by the
energy ow algorithm, the following criteria are applied to select monojet candidates.
Events with a minimum of two oppositely charged particle tracks are retained and,
in order to ensure a good containment of the nal state, it is required that no energy
be detected within 12

of the beam axis and that the total visible momentum point
more than 25:8

away from that axis. The small ineciencies associated to this and to
other energy vetos mentioned further down, due to occasional spurious or fake energy
deposits in the calorimeters, have been monitored using events recorded at random
beam crossings.
The monojet topology is enforced by the requirement that no energy should be de-
tected in the hemisphere opposite to the direction of the total visible momentum.
Since events resulting from photon-photon collisions indeed tend to exhibit such a
topology because of spectator electrons remaining undetected in the beam pipe, a
similar criterion is applied in the projection transverse to the beam axis: using only
momentum components transverse to that axis, the \circularity" axis (the equivalent
in two dimensions of the usual sphericity axis) is dened; the event is divided into two
hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to that axis; and one of the two hemispheres
thus dened is required to contain no energy. The few events from -interactions
expected to remain at this level are eliminated by the requirement that the momentum
component transverse to the beam axis should exceed 5%
p
s (
p
s is the centre-of-mass
energy).
Monojets containing exactly three charged particle tracks are rejected. This introduces
only a small ineciency for real monojets, which should be electrically neutral, while
removing the otherwise unavoidable background coming from  pair events in which
decay neutrinos take away essentially all of the energy of one of the s while the other
one decays in the three charged prong topology.
Seven candidate events survive at this point, of which four are eliminated by the
requirement that they should not consist of a single e
+
e
 
pair compatible with ori-
ginating from a photon conversion. In particular, the pair invariant mass must exceed
200 MeV/c
2
. This is in agreement with an expectation of 3.5 such events due to the
process e
+
e
 
!  in which the photon converts in the detector material.
This selection nally leads to three monojet events:
 the e
+
e
 
pair reported last year;
 a hadronic system with two reconstructed charged particles, with a mass of 3.2 GeV/c
2
and a moderate p
T
of 6.6 GeV/c;
 a 5.3 GeV/c
2
mass hadronic system with a p
T
of 18.5 GeV/c. This event is shown
in Fig. 1.
The masses of the invisible systems recoiling against the monojets are 61, 80, and
69 GeV/c
2
, respectively.
2
In fully simulated Monte Carlo samples of all the major standard processes (e
+
e
 
! ff
and  ! ff, where ff is any quark or lepton pair), each corresponding to an integrated
luminosity at least as large as for the data, no candidate events were selected by these
criteria, and no events lay uncomfortably close to any particular cut. Because of the
unpractically large Monte Carlo statistics which would be needed to reach a sensitivity level
corresponding to, say, a few hundredths of events in the data, reasonable extrapolations
and common sense arguments have to be used in order to conclude that these background
sources indeed contribute to the selected sample at a level which is of no consequence for
the analysis reported here. For instance:
 The number of events in which a lepton pair or a jet recoils against a purely neutral
system is found to be  10
3
in the data. This sample includes in particular the highly
radiative ff events. The probability for an electron, a muon or a charged hadron to
leave no detectable signal in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters is deter-
mined to be less than 10
 5
for energies above 20 GeV, by inspection of the calorimetric
signals associated to reconstructed charged particle tracks. The probability for a neu-
tral hadron not to experience any inelastic interaction in the calorimeters is  10
 3
.
Therefore, taking into account the composition of the neutral systems, the number of
monojet events from this source where the neutral system would escape detection is
expected to be smaller than 0.01. In addition, the vast majority of these events would
have small missing masses, in contrast to the events selected.
 Two monojets in the three charged track topology are observed in the data. This is
in agreement with the expectation from the e
+
e
 
! 
+

 
Monte Carlo, with three
times more statistics than in the data. (The invisible  decays are all due to  !e,
the only channel for which the nal state can fall below the energy and momentum
detection thresholds). Folding in the ratio of the known ve-prong and three-prong
topological  branching ratios,  0:02 events from this source are expected. But these
events would not show up as e
+
e
 
pairs nor as monojets with masses in excess of
3 GeV/c
2
.
 Low mass and acollinear e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
pairs, which are expected to arise from 
interactions, can be used to determine the probability for a low polar angle energetic
electron not to be detected in the electromagnetic or luminosity calorimeters. With a
transverse momentum of the pair in excess of 5%
p
s, the cut applied in the monojet
search, this probability is found to be less than 10
 3
(this estimate is statistically
limited). This probability can then be folded with the number of data events which
would be selected as monojets if the energy deposits at low polar angles were ignored.
This leads to an expectation smaller than a few units in the data, falling below 0.1
events for p
T
> 10 GeV/c, and well below 0.01 events for p
T
> 15 GeV/c.
Therefore, the interpretation of the two highest p
T
monojet candidates in terms of the
standard e
+
e
 
! ff and  ! ff processes is extremely dicult. The above arguments
do not forbid that the lowest p
T
hadronic monojet be due to a  interaction, but it has
been checked that the conclusions drawn below would be unaected if this were actually
the case.
3
The simplest standard model interpretation for such monojet events is that they are
due to the process e
+
e
 
! 

, with 

! ff, as depicted in Fig. 2a. The FERMISV
four-fermion event generator[5], in which this specic process can be selected, has been
used in order to check this hypothesis. In the case of the qq nal states, a weight has
been applied to the generated events in order to take into account the experimental value
of the ratio of the e
+
e
 
! hadrons cross-section at the qq mass to the prediction from
the quark-parton model. After full simulation of the detector response and after the above
described selection criteria have been applied, a total of 2.6 events are expected to be found
in the data, which is in good agreement with the observation of three events.
However, as can be seen in Fig. 3, the mass and p
T
distributions of monojets from
the process e
+
e
 
! 

 are peaked at low values. Low transverse momenta are indeed
expected for photons from initial state radiation, and virtual photons tend to have low
masses. In these respects, two of the three selected events are fairly atypical. To quan-
tify the agreement or disagreement between expectation and observation, the procedure
advocated in Ref. 6 has been applied:
 For each 

 Monte Carlo event, with mass m and transverse momentum p
T
, the
fraction f of events in the Monte Carlo sample with mass larger thanm and transverse
momentum larger than p
T
is determined; this provides the expected f distribution.
 For each observed event, with massm
i
and transverse momentum p
Ti
, the probability
y
i
that the e
+
e
 
! 

 process lead to an at least as unlikely conguration of mass
and transverse momentum is determined as the fraction of Monte Carlo events such
that f < f
i
, where f
i
is the fraction of Monte Carlo events with m > m
i
and p
T
> p
Ti
.
 For n observed events, the overall probability P of an at least as unlikely set of
individual probability values y
i
is dened as the probability to observe an as low
or lower value of the product of independent probabilities Y =
Q
n
i=1
y
i
; a simple
calculation leads to the result P = Y
P
n 1
i=0
(  log Y )
i
=i!.
For the three events observed in the data, the probability P thus obtained is 1.0%.
At such a level of probability, it is no longer sucient to consider the process e
+
e
 
!


 as the only standard model source of monojet events. In the FERMISV generator, all
diagrams involving photon or Z boson exchanges and leading to four-fermion nal states
can simultaneously be taken into account, including their interferences. These diagrams
fall into four classes, shown in Fig. 2: the conversion diagrams (Fig. 2a), responsible for
the process e
+
e
 
! 

 considered up to now; the annihilation diagrams (Fig. 2b); the
bremsstrahlung (Fig. 2c) and multiperipheral (Fig. 2d) diagrams which contribute only to
nal states involving an e
+
e
 
pair. In the present discussion, the annihilation diagrams are
particularly relevant: in spite of their small overall contribution, with 0.06 events expected,
they tend to populate the high mass and high p
T
region, so that the probability P increases
to 2.2%.
4
But there are still further diagrams leading to similar nal states, not taken into account
in FERMISV, and potentially contributing at a level similar to that of the annihilation
processes. These diagrams, a sample of which is presented in Fig. 4, involve W exchanges.
The set shown in Fig. 4a, similar to the annihilation diagrams of Fig. 2b, has been
considered in Ref. 7, together with Z annihilation into a W

W
()
pair (Fig. 4b). (The con-
tribution to W-pair production from t-channel neutrino exchange can be safely neglected at
centre-of-mass energies close to the Z mass). The total number of monojet events expected
from this source is 0.08, concentrated at high mass and high p
T
. When the ff' system in
Figs. 4a and 4b is a lepton-neutrino pair, the topology can be similar to the selected e
+
e
 
monojet; when the ff' system is hadronic instead, the mass recoiling to the ff'l system
is small, thus rendering unlikely the interpretation of the selected hadronic monojets in
terms of this process.
The diagram shown in Fig. 4c, similar to the bremsstrahlung process of Fig. 2c, can
also lead to a monojet topology, especially since the spectator electron tends to remain
undetected in the beam pipe. Together with the photon-W fusion diagram (Fig. 4d), this
process is incorporated in the PYTHIA generator[8], following the calculation of Ref. 9.
This leads to an expectation of 0.03 additional monojet events, populating the intermediate
mass and p
T
region. The kinematic features of the highest p
T
hadronic monojet are similar
to those expected from this source.
No other processes were found which could contribute in a similarly signicant fashion
to the monojet topology. Interferences within each of the three sets of diagrams shown
i) in Fig. 2, ii) in Figs. 4a and 4b, and iii) in Figs. 4c and 4d have been taken into
account, but not among diagrams belonging to dierent sets. With this reservation,
y
the
total number of monojet events expected is 2.75, with mass and p
T
distributions as shown
in Fig. 3. The probability P that the three events observed show up in as unlikely a
conguration of masses and transverse momenta is 4.8%.
In conclusion, three monojet events have been observed, all with masses larger than
3 GeV/c
2
. Two of these events have unexpectedly large transverse momenta: 18.5 and
20.3 GeV/c. The number of events observed is in good agreement with the expectation from
the e
+
e
 
! 

 process, with 

! ff, but not their kinematic characteristics. When
processes involving further Z or W exchanges are taken into account, the probability of
observing an at least as unlikely conguration of masses and transverse momenta increases
markedly but remains at the 5% level.
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y
Upon completion of this work, we learnt of a recently released event generator, EXCALIBUR[10],
geared toward e
+
e
 
collisions at LEP 200 and beyond, and which incorporates all electroweak four-fermion
processes.
5
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Figure Captions
1. The highest mass and highest p
T
hadronic monojet selected.
2. Diagrams taken into account in the FERMISV generator:
a) conversion; b) annihilation; c) bremsstrahlung; d) multiperipheral.
Unlabelled vector boson propagators correspond to =Z exchange.
3. Expected mass (a and b) and p
T
(c and d) distributions, absolutely normalized, calcu-
lated using all the diagrams shown in Figs. 2 and 4 (see text). The contribution from the
process e
+
e
 
! 

, i.e. from the conversion diagrams of Fig. 2a, is shown shaded. The
locations of the three selected events are indicated by arrows in a and c. The vertical scales
are linear in a and c, logarithmic in b and d; the horizontal scales have smaller ranges in
a and c compared to b and d.
4. Diagrams involving W exchanges and contributing to the production of four-fermion
nal states.
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